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About This Game

LILT is a game set in mysterious locations and complexes. You play an advanced prototype with technology that allows for
unique movement. Players must learn the mechanics to explore and traverse the often precarious environment.

The player maneuvers throughout the levels using the character's main mechanic, the Gravity Laevis Stabilizer (GLS), which
allows for swaying movement along the air. The GLS is capable of creating a link between the character and its target point.

This link can be influenced by the player, either by pulling the character to the target, at varying power, or by preserving the link
(up till GLS's maximum range), letting gravity resume its effect on the character. This module, discharged from the character's

right hand is accompanied by three others, dismissed from its left hand:

- The Impulse, which releases a burst of energy propelling the player on the opposite direction of one's aim;
- The Plasma Shield System (PSS), which creates an energy barrier that blocks potential threats;

- The Pulse Plasma Phaser (PPP), which emits a destructive energy beam towards the location of one's aim within a range;

The player is to master these mechanics to avoid or neutralize threats within the game, and complete the levels.

There is a casual mode for each single player location that removes most threats and also the level's timer. In normal mode, the
levels are NOT limited by time, it merely showcases how fast the player has completed each level. This provides an easy way to

track progress in each location.

LILT also has multiplayer, currently in the form of a 'Deathmatch' mode where players fight against each other. More modes
will be added depending on interest, some examples of potential modes include 'Capture The Flag' or 'Racing'.
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It is currently being independently developed by one person.
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epic game
need to make a VR one
must get
and jump scare it will make it fun. This game is fantastic, the world and the characters are extremely unique. There’s a bit of a
twist with this game versus other point n click games, you have abilities that evolve depending on how you play the game. These
make puzzles more interesting and it also brings a good amount of replay-ability to the game.

10/10 would recommend :). This is MUCH MUCH more than I expected. When they say Beat Hazard 2 they really mean it,
THIS IS THE 2.0 VERSION.
Of course the game still needs work and has A TON of room to improve, but this doesn't mean that it's not worth buying.
___
Some questions and recomendations for the DEVS:
-Why no ultrawide support when playing the game? The menus are ultrawide but not the game itself.
-I had major FPS drops when ran game in 2560 x 1080 resolution.
-When playing the game some background effects made me wrongly think that enemies are zooming in.. Haunted is a funny
point&click game with easy puzzles and funny references to the Lucasarts era.
It is relatively short, but it has a bonus chapter which is unique among p&c games.

In chapter 5 there is a bug which does not allow you to continue the game, so save often in chapter 5!. I'm a straight guy but i am
happy to see Ezekiel... I mean Stryker in this !. couldn't even open it. "Campaign Clicker has stopped working. Windows is
trying to find a solution to the problem" on the load screen. every. single. time.. TLDR - It is a great game! Awesome story but
you will have to work to get the true ending.

Long version: The artwork really puts you into the feel of the story. The music puts the eerie chill into the air. You make your
first daughter homonculus and get attached to her as you run your tasks and trials of everyday life. But the question comes down
to it.. are you willing to put aside everything to rescue your own flesh and blood daughter? And if that answer is yes, are you
willing to murder your newly created homonculus daughter to obtains the means to revive your real daughter?

This game puts your good nature to the test.. the idea was good the story line is all over the place the game is truely a 3 out of 10
really bad graphic and theres nothing to keep you intrested to be honest.
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Buy the dip and keep HODL.. It's far from perfect but at least it's a step in the right direction, because it's professionaly shot,
not too much cgi, has decent acting. Reminds me a lot of Hardcore Henry and it's ridiculous plot and stunts! I can't wait for VR
to increase resolutions and framerates, hope it will happen soon!. The boss of this DLC is by far the hardest yet, making Satan
look like kindergarten. Even if you have gone from stage 1 to get lots of relics, Melvius can still EASILY mess
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up. Unlike other bosses, such as Damien and Satan, you CANNOT heal from him
until you have beaten the first stage, meaning that it will take you a very long time to grind back to the point where you can clear
his area again if you fail.
It is a fun fight, but it's annoying to have a character locked behind such a fight.
Both of the characters are hilariously OP: The Demon Slayer's katana stance heals him for rediculous hp every hit, and the
Demonspawn can infinitely stunlock enemies with its first ability if timed correctly in the later levels, along with doing
enormous damage.. I dread to think how many hours I spent playing this as a kid, and while it does look terribly dated now, it
still provides a fun, arcade-style racing experience, with the announcer walking the fine line between funny and annoying.
Pro League in the Championship is as challenging as ever but still gave me that sense of accomplishment when I finally finished
that sixth race in pole position!
Looking forward to Screamer 2 & Screamer Rally getting a Steam release now as well...
Oh, and for people complaining of crashes, it only happened to me a couple of times on the 5th track, but setting detail to low in
the options prevented any further crashes, so I can endorse that fix.. Shake...Shake...Shake...Shake...Shake...!!!. Unlike most of
the previous 2D Worms games, Worms Ultimate Mayhem features a 3D, turn-based artillery strategy that allows player to move
freely rather from left and right. In the game lobby, players are able to choose from a wide variety of different weapons and use
them when the game starts. At the start of the game each player is able to control four worms, due to the game turned-base
nature, each player control one worm at a time with a set time limit; when the time limit expires or when the worm fires a
weapon, the player's turn will end and the opponent will start his turn. The objective of the game is to eliminate all of the enemy
team worms. There are two ways that a worm can be eliminated. The simplest way is to deplete the worm of its health, that can
be done by choosing a weapon, aiming it at the enemy worm, and firing at the opposing team worm. The second way is to knock
the worm out of the platform; some weapons provide the ability to push or knock back the opposing worm. Once a worm is
eliminated, it cannot be brought back to life and once all four of a player's worms are eliminated the game will end. The team
with worms left standing is the winner.. A good and original match 3 game. If you are a fan of such games, make sure to try this
one.. More zombie killing/racer action.. multiplayer is dodgy, every time i play coop, some enemies or traps are invisble to the
non-host player, especially in siege mode. the game is fun for an hour or two but after that its same ol same ol.. I really wanted
to recommend this game but I can't.

+Graphics look great overall, and the game is nice to look at.
+Multiple panel side-scrolling is interesting.

-Controls are slugging and not responsive
-Player movement is sloppy, for example, you have one guy shooting and you and one guy attacking with the knife, you have to
get out of cover first (the character moves very slowly), stab the guy closest to you all the while leaving yourself completely
exposed to be shot at (which you will many times).
-Most of the sound design is great..except for the footsteps, they are way louder than they need to be and very repetitive.
-The "story" is very hard to follow and leaves you guessing where the hell you're supposed to go next.

I thought I would take a chance on a game with mixed reviews but I was wrong. The game just isn't worth $8.
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